603:Management Control System
Questions

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Control function of management
cannot be performed without:

planning

organizing

staffing

motivation

Establishing standards,comparing
actual results with standards and
taking corrective actions are the
steps included in the process of
The last function in the
sequence,which culminates in
the attainment of organization
objectives,is:
Which of the following
management functions are
closely related?
Which of the following is not a
function of management?

organizing

staffing

motivation

control

organizing

control

motivation

staffing

planning and
organizing

staffing and control

planning and control

planning and staffing

organizing

co-operation

motivation

staffing

An efficient control system helps
to

boosts employees
morale

judges accurancy of
standards

all of the above

Effective control depends on -

accomplished
organisational
objectives
Organisation structure

proper direction

Flow of communication

All

.Control is the function of -----

Top level management

Lower level
management

All managers

None

The requirement of Effective
control system is ------

Flexible

Objective

Suitable

All
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Controlling function finds out
how far __________ deviates
from standards.
A group of interacting,
interrelated or interdependent
functional elements forms a
collective entity called as
________
4 elements of Control system are

Actual performance

Improvement

Corrective actions

Cost

Management

System

Inventory

Standards

Detector, assessor,
feedback, director

Sensor, detector,
effector, organizer

Sensor, selector, detector,
assessor

There are generally _______
types of control systems

3

1

Detector, assessor,
effector,
communication
network
4

Which of the following are in 10
commandments of Effective
control system?
A good control system should be
_________ rather than workcentered
. Operational control is also
referred as ________

Suitability, Flexibility,
prompt reading

Accountability,
relativity, accessibility

Flexibility, control,
futuristic

All of the above

Action centered

Management centered

Worker centered

All of the above

Planning control

Task control

Corrective control

Risk control

. Nature of Controlling is closely
related to that of ________

Planning

Reporting

Routing

None of the above

Directing

Controlling

Staffing

Reaching toward an objective or
striving to meet a mission
statement would fall into what
part of management?
The upper limit of employees or
subordinates a supervisor can
effectively manage is called:

Planning

Directing

Span of control

Span of manpower

2

Span of functions
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Supervisors have the tendency
to spend most of their time on
this function:

Directing

Planning

Controlling

Staffing

